PERFORMANCE

SIMPLIFIED

ALBANY ACS100 CONTROLLER

MORE CONTROL, LESS COMPLICATIONS
From Albany Doors, the global leader in door
Controller offers improved technology with a
the stress of installation and maintenance while
Available on all of our high performance doors for

opening solutions, the ACS100
streamlined process. Eliminate
controlling only what you need.
interior and exterior applications.

BACK TO BASICS APPROACH a simplified controller with clean installation, easy
diagnostics and the physical space needed for accurate troubleshooting
VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE smooth motion that starts slow, speeds up and then
slows to finish. Variable speed adjustments extend the life of the drive unit and leads to
less wear and tear
REMOTE MOUNT WIRELESS RECEIVER flexible mounting capabilities allows for more
reliable communication
ABSOLUTE ENCODER this intuitive feature acts as a failsafe in the chance of power
failure. Allows set limits for precise positioning that is maintained regardless of power
status
LESS ERRORS, LESS COMPLICATIONS pre-programmed, easily read error messages
along with LED light indicators, visible through control panel window
PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES three programmable outputs to automate your specific
door usage

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Operating temperature range from -4°F to -149°F
Enclosure size 22”h x 13”w x 7”d
Absolute encoder- sets limits & precise positioning
208VAC, 230VAC, 480VAC 3-phase, *single phase available for HS
doors, consult your sales manager for more info

UL/cUL listed, base enclosure UL Type NEMA 4

Simple installation with easily identifiable, color coded terminal
strip and coordinating wiring

Entrematic offers a comprehensive range of products for industrial, commercial, institutional and residential applications, including sectional
doors, loading dock equipment, high-performance doors, residential garage doors, pedestrian door automation and openers. Built on nearly
200 years of accumulated expertise, Entrematic is the preferred partner of distributors and the number one choice of end user customers,
providing innovative products, technical expertise and a portfolio of industry-leading brands including Amarr, Kelley, Serco, Dynaco and Ditec.
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